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Abstract. Embedded database libraries provide developers with a common and convenient data persistence layer. They are a key component
of major mobile operating systems, and are used extensively on interactive devices like smartphones. Database performance affects the response times and resource consumption of millions of smartphone apps
and billions of smartphone users. Given their wide use and impact, it
is critical that we understand how embedded databases operate in realistic mobile settings, and how they interact with mobile environments.
We argue that traditional database benchmarking methods produce misleading results when applied to mobile devices, due to evaluating performance only at saturation. To rectify this, we present PocketData,
a new benchmark for mobile device database evaluation that uses typical workloads to produce representative performance results. We explain
the performance measurement methodology behind PocketData, and
address specific challenges. We analyze the results obtained, and show
how different classes of workload interact with database performance.
Notably, our study of mobile databases at non-saturated levels uncovers
significant latency and energy variation in database workloads resulting
from CPU frequency scaling policies called governors — variation that
we show is hidden by typical benchmark measurement techniques.
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Introduction

General-purpose, embedded database libraries like SQLite and BerkeleyDB provide mobile app developers with full relational database functionality, contained
entirely within their app’s namespace. Embedded database libraries are used extensively in apps for smartphones, tablets, and other mobile computing devices,
for example as the recommended approach for persisting structured data on iOS
and Android. However, database libraries can often be a bottleneck [39], causing
sluggish app performance and unnecessary battery drain. Hence, understanding
the performance of database libraries and different database library configurations is critical, not just for library developers — but for any developer looking
to optimize their app.
Unfortunately existing tools for measuring the performance of data management systems are presently targeted exclusively at server-class database systems [9, 1, 24, 12, 13], including distributed databases [21, 3] and key value stores [8,
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Fig. 1: Measuring mobile database performance using server-class
benchmarks produces misleading results.
2, 35]. Unsurprisingly, server-class database systems optimize for different criteria than embedded database libraries like SQLite or BerkeleyDB (Figure 1a).
As a result, existing measurement tools can not be used directly to assess the
performance of embedded database libraries. In this paper, we focus on one specific impedance mismatch: Server-class database benchmarks use throughput as a
proxy for overall database performance. To determine performance, server-class
database benchmarks measure throughput at saturation: The maximum query
rate a database can sustain.
To understand why measurement at saturation is a problem, consider Figure 1b, which illustrates the results of one server-class benchmark (YCSB Workload C) applied to SQLite and BerkeleyDB, each using their default settings.
Each point represents another thread worth of load being offered to the database.
As more concurrent load is added, latency increases as contention overheads
compound. The result is seemingly a clear victory for BerkeleyDB. However,
this graph is not representative of actual smartphone usage. For example, our
prior study [18] found that smartphone database instances need to cope with
bursts of at most a few hundred queries, well below the throughput of a single
thread. In this regime the systems are competitive, with SQLite being the faster
of the two on some workloads.
More generally, by measuring performance at lower throughputs, results are
more affected by noise from OS and hardware optimizations, background activity, and a host of other sources, many unique to mobile platforms. Although this
noise has real implications for database performance in the wild, existing performance measurement techniques do not accurately capture it. In this paper, we
identify several sources of measurement error that arise when measuring database
performance at low throughputs, and show how they can produce misleading results. We introduce a new mobile benchmarking toolkit called PocketData,
designed to work around these sources of error. To build PocketData, we extend the Android Operating System Platform (AOSP) [14] with new logging
capabilities, control over relevant system properties, and a benchmark-runner

app. These extended capabilities make it easier to understand the precise causes
of performance differences between systems or experimental trials. The result is
a toolkit for obtaining reliable, reproducible results when evaluating data management technologies on mobile platforms like smartphones3 .
In our recent study of mobile database workloads [18], we made two key
observations: (1) mobile workloads are dominated by key-value style queries,
and (2) mobile database workloads are bursty. Following the first observation,
we build on the Yahoo Cloud Services Benchmark (YCSB) [8], a popular keyvalue workload generator. To account for the latter observation, we extend the
YCSB workload generator to operate at lower throughputs. We use the resulting workload generator to evaluate both performance and power consumption
of SQLite on Android. One key finding of this evaluation was that for specific classes of workload, Android’s default power management heuristics cause
queries to take longer and/or consume more power. For example, we observe
that the default heuristics are often significantly worse than far simpler naive
heuristics. On nearly all workloads we tested, running the CPU at half-speed
significantly reduces power consumption, with minimal impact on performance.
Android’s heuristics introduce higher latency and increase energy consumption
due to excessive micromanagement of CPU frequencies.
The specific contributions of this paper include: 1. We identify sources of error
in database performance measurement at low-throughputs (Section 2). 2. We
propose a database benchmarking framework called PocketData that makes
it possible to mitigate these sources of error (Section 3). 3. We present results
from an extensive benchmarking study of SQLite on mobile devices (Section 4).
We cover related work and conclude in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively.

2

The Need for Mobile Benchmarking

Understanding the performance of data management systems is critical for tuning and system design. As a result, numerous benchmarks have emerged for
server-class data management systems [9, 1, 24, 12, 13, 21, 3, 8, 2, 35]. In contrast,
mobile data management [30, 28, 23] is a very different environment (Figure 1a).
Here, we focus on one key difference: mobile workloads operate significantly below saturation. Measuring at saturation makes sense for typically multi-client
server-class databases, which aim to maximize throughput. However, typical mobile data management happens at much lower rates [18], and on resource- and
power-constrained hardware. As a result, metrics like latency and power consumption are far more important, while measuring performance at saturation
hides meaningful performance quirks that can arise in practice.
The performance impact of frequency scaling is hidden at saturation. The most direct effect of measuring at below saturation is related to a
feature called frequency scaling, which allows the operating system to adjust
CPU performance in response to changing load. As load drops, lower CPU frequencies can significantly extend battery life. While frequency scaling does exist
3
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Fig. 2: Performance on for Workload C (read-only)
on server-class database hardware, battery-powered mobile devices remain perpetually concerned with conserving energy. As such, they are far more aggressive
with frequency scaling. During periods of low load, the OS can vary CPU frequencies to dozens of settings, or disable CPU cores altogether.
The particular policy heuristics to implement this adjustment are termed
governors, such as the Ondemand governor used in most Linux distributions as
well as earlier Android phones, or the Interactive governor used in more recent
Android phones. Though their specific policies differ, both governors rely on
only a single input datum: how busy the CPU is. By measuring the database
at saturation, the CPU is kept completely, continuously busy, and virtually all
governors react identically to this input: by running the CPU at maximum speed.
Figure 2a illustrates the impact of running at below saturation. To simulate
operation at lower throughputs, we injected periodic thread sleeps into YCSB [8]
Workload C. The figure shows three throughputs: At saturation (0ms delay),
constant throughput below saturation (1ms delay), and bursty throughput below
saturation (lognormal delay)4 . As expected, in all cases, adding delays increased
the time spent off-core (light-red). However, time spent doing useful work on the
CPU core (dark-blue) also increases with delay. To confirm that this is a result
of frequency scaling, the figure also shows the same experiment with the CPU
pinned to its highest frequency; Here, on-core time is almost constant.
Making matters worse, the frequency scaling operation is expensive: No activity can be scheduled for several milliseconds while the core is scaled up or
down. Hence, when the CPU is running at a low frequency, a database with a
burst of work takes a double performance hit: first from having an initially slower
CPU and second from waiting while the core scales up. Ironically, this means
that a database running on a non-saturated CPU could significantly improve
latencies by simply busy-waiting to keep the CPU pinned at a high frequency.
I/O performance is different at saturation. I/O on mobile devices is quite
distinct from I/O on server-class devices. Most notably, mobile devices use exclusively flash media for persistent storage. Writes to flash-based storage are bursty,
as the flash media’s internal garbage collection identifies and reclaims overwrit4

Here, we follow [18], which observes lognormal delay with a 6ms mean in typical use.

ten data blocks. On write-heavy workloads, this effect is far less pronounced
below saturation, as the disk has a chance to “catch up”.
CPU frequency scaling also plays a significant role in embedded database
I/O behavior as well. Repeated idling, such as from lower loads or I/O-blocked
operations are interpreted by the OS as a lack of work to be done and a signal
to scale down cores to save power.
Governors are indistinguishable at saturation. Running benchmarks at
full saturation, as a server-class study would do, obscures a broader performance
factor. Consider Figure 2b, which shows the effect of frequency scaling on total
latency when run with different CPU governor policies. The dark (blue) bars
show database performance when the CPU is saturated; the lighter (red) bars
show performance when the CPU is unsaturated. Each cluster shows the total
latency for a workload when run under a particular CPU governor policy.
When running Workload C queries at saturation (dark-blue bars), database
performance latency is identical across all governor choices, excepting only the
Powersave governor which deliberately runs the CPU at a lower speed. Only
when the workload is run below saturation (light-red bars) do significant differences between the governors begin to emerge. These differences can have a
significant impact on real-world database performance and need to be addressed.

3

PocketData

Traditional database benchmarks [8, 36, 29] are designed for server-class databases,
and rank databases by either the maximum number of queries processed per second (i.e., throughput) or equivalently the minimum time taken to process a batch
of queries. In both cases, database performance is measured at saturation, which
can produce misleading results on mobile. In this section, we first propose adjusting classical database benchmarks to run below saturation and then outline
the PocketData workflow and runtime.
3.1

Benchmark Overview

The initial input to PocketData is a database and query workload, such as
one generated by an existing server class benchmark. Specifically, we require
an initial database configuration (e.g., as generated by TPC-H’s dbgen utility), as well as a pre-generated workload: a sequence of queries (e.g., as generated by TPC-H’s qgen utility). PocketData operates in three stages: First, a
pre-processing stage prepares the query workload for later stages. Second, the
benchmark database configuration is installed on the test device, and finally the
prepared workload is evaluated.
Inter-Query Delays. The PocketData test harness simulates performance
at levels below saturation by injecting delays in between queries. These delays
are randomly generated by PocketData’s workload preprocessor, which extends the pre-generated query workload with explicit instructions to sleep the

benchmark thread. The length and regularity of the inter-query delays is provided to as a parameter to the preprocessor. Throughout the remainder of the
paper, we consider three values for this parameter: 1. A lognormally distributed
delay, mirroring typical app behavior [18]. 2. A fixed 1ms inter-query delay, for
comparison, and 3. Zero delay, or performance at saturation.
3.2

Benchmark Harness

The second and third stages are run by the benchmark harness, whicc a driver
application and a rooted version of the standard Android platform with customized performance parameters. The application part of the benchmark connects to an embedded database through a modular driver. We developed drivers
for: 1. Android OS’s native SQLite integration, 2. BerkeleyDB through JDBC,
and 3. H2 through JDBC. As it is used almost exclusively on the two major
mobile platforms, our focus in this paper is on evaluating SQLite5 .
The benchmark harness takes three parameters: A CPU governor, a database
configuration, and a workload annotated with delays. The selected governor is
enabled by the benchmark as the phone boots up. After boot, the benchmark
next initializes the database to the selected configuration, creating database files
(if needed), creating tables, and pre-loading initial data. Once the database is
initialized, the benchmark app exits and restarts.
After the benchmark app restarts it loads the pre-defined workload into memory. The choice to use a pre-defined, pre-loaded trace was made for two reasons.
First, this ensures that overheads from workload generation remain constant
across experiments; there is no cost for assembling the SQL query string representation. Second, having the same exact sequence of queries allows for completely repeatable experiments across different experimental configurations.
Metrics Collected. Log data was collected through ftrace. We instrumented
the Android kernel, SQLite database engine, and driver application to log and
timestamp the following events: 1. I/O operations like FSync, Read, and Write;
2. Context switches to and from the app’s namespace; 3. Changes in CPU voltage
scaling; and 4. Trace start and end times.
Logging context switches allows us to track points where the app was scheduled on-core, track background application use, and see when cores are idling.
This is crucial, as unlike in server-class database measurement, we are intentionally operating the embedded database at well below saturation. The overhead of
native-code platform events (1) and kernel-level events (2-3) are minimal. Trace
start and end times, while injected from the app, are only 2 events and have
minimal total impact.
3.3

The PocketData Benchmark

We base the PocketData measurement workload on insights drawn from our
prior study [18], which found that smartphone queries typically follow key-valuestyle access and update patterns. Queries or updates operate on individual rows,
5
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or (rarely) the entire table. A quarter of apps observed by the study used exclusively key-value-style queries. Even the median app’s workload was over 80%
key-value style queries. Accordingly, we build PocketData by adapting the
workloads from YCSB [8], an industry standard benchmark for key-value stores.
We used an initial database of 500 records, approximately the median size of
databases in our prior study [18] and a workload of 1800 operations per trial.

4

Benchmark Results

We organize this section by first discussing our application of the PocketData
benchmark to our test environment. We then overview the results obtained from
our study, and highlight areas identified for potential system performance improvement. Finally, we discuss measurement variance trends we observed, and
identify two sources of this variance.
Reference Platforms. Our database benchmarking results were obtained from
from two Android Nexus 6 devices, running Android OS 6.0.1, with 2GB RAM
and a Quad-core 2.3 GHz CPU (quality bin 2 for both devices). One of the
Nexus 6 devices was modified to permit energy measurements, which we collected
using a Monsoon LVPM Power Meter6 . To ensure measurement consistency, we
modded the AOSP on the device to disable a feature that turns the screen on
when it is plugged in or unplugged — the screen remained off throughout the
benchmark. For one set of experiments, in order to analyze the source of variance
in database latencies, we additionally modded the SQLite engine in AOSP to
monitor time spent performing I/O operations.
4.1

Results Obtained and Analysis Method

Our key findings for the Nexus 6 are as follows:
– Below saturation, Android’s default governors keep the CPU at approximately half-speed, even on CPU-intensive workloads, reducing performance.
– A governor that pins the CPU to half-speed outperforms both default governors on virtually all workloads below saturation.
– Below saturation and on a fixed workload, both of Android’s default governors also under-perform with respect to power consumption.
Using the Monsoon meter, we measured the total energy consumed by the system, from launch to completion of the benchmark runner app while running a
single workload. To account for a spike in power consumption as the runner app
launches and exits, we count net energy use relative to a null workload that
simply launches and exits the benchmark without running any queries.
Results by Workload. The multiple workloads within the PocketData
benchmark yield finer insight into performance under different types of conditions. For conciseness, we focus our discussion on a workload subset that explores
6
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Workload
YCSB-A
YCSB-B
YCSB-C
YCSB-E

Description
50% write, 50% read zipfian
5% write, 95% read zipfian
100% read zipfian
5% append, 95% scan zipfian

Fig. 3: The six YCSB and two PocketData workloads.
these differences (A, B, C, E). As shown in Figure 3 this results in a gradient
of read-heavy to write-heavy (C, B, A, respectively), as well as a more CPUintensive scan-heavy workload. We specifically divide our discussion into three
categories of workload: Read-heavy (B,C), Write-heavy (A), and Scan-heavy (E).
A second dimension of analysis is CPU load. As we discussed in the introduction, system performance can change dramatically when the CPU operates
below saturation. Thus, we present results for two different CPU conditions:
saturated (0ms delay) and unsaturated (lognormal delay).
Next, we ran each workload under each of 5 different CPU governor policies.
3 of them are non-default choices: Performance (run at the highest possible
speed, 2.65 GHz), Fixed-50 (The customizable Userspace governor set to run at
a fixed midpoint frequency of 1.26 GHz), and Powersave (run the CPU at the
lowest possible speed, 300 MHz). The last 2 choices, Interactive and Ondemand, are the current and previous Android defaults as discussed in Section 2.
The 4 workloads (A, B, C, and E), 2 CPU saturation settings, and 5 governor policies produce 40 measurement combinations. We ran each combination
3 times, and report the average and 90% confidence intervals. As we discuss
below, certain workload combinations proved much more consistent in measurement than others. We observed measurement variance resulting from I/O blocking and the phone’s power source. To investigate this aspect further, we re-ran
several representative workloads, while measuring database file access time at
the SQLite-kernel boundary. We re-ran each of these workloads under each of 3
different power source settings, 6 additional times each.
4.2

Read Heavy Workloads

Read-heavy database workloads are particularly important, as reads account for
three-quarters of a typical database workload [18]. Energy consumption is also
a key issue on mobile. CPU governors, in turn, heavily influence the behavior of
both of these factors. We therefore focus on the performance-energy relationship
of database operations under different governor settings. Our study results show
that system default governors result in sub-optimal latencies and energy costs
for database workloads in the bulk of representative read-heavy scenarios.
Workloads are CPU-Bound but respond quickly. Latencies from read
operations are due nearly entirely to CPU time (plus explicit benchmark delays)
as a consequence of pre-caching performed by the SQLite database library. Figure
2a, for read-only workload YCSB-C, illustrates this clearly: there is virtually no
unscheduled time beyond the total time spent explicitly waiting (0s, 2s, and

12s, respectively). There was very little I/O activity under C, nearly all of it
immediately at the start of the workload as the table is pre-fetched. Because of
this pre-fetching, reads are serviced mostly from cache and there is little blocking.
Non-default governors offer better performance. Mobile platforms must
always balance performance against energy. Figures 5 and 6 show the database
latency and energy cost for each of the 5 governor choices for 2 read-heavy
loads: C is read-only; B adds 5% writes. An ideal governor would be as close to
the bottom left of the scatterplot as possible – that is, it should optimize both
database latency and energy consumption.
Uninterrupted query timing essentially means the CPU will be running at
saturation regardless of governor choice, and latencies tend to flatten. Thus,
unsurprisingly, on uninterrupted, read-only workloads (Figure 5a), both default
governors nearly match the performance governor’s latency. However, as the
vertical scale of 5a shows, running saturated read workloads with the Performance governor also significantly saves rather than costs energy versus all other
choices. On this workload, there is no benefit to be gained by micro-managing
system performance, and so the static governor significantly outperforms the dynamic defaults. The saturated 95% read workload B (Figure 6a) shows similar
characteristics, albeit with an even more significant latency gap between the Performance and the default governors. Here, the limited I/O is interpreted by the
system as a reduction in workload, and thus an opportunity to ramp down the
CPU. However, the overhead of micromanagement again outweighs the benefits.
Unsaturated read-heavy workloads (Figures 5b and 6b) model bursty, interactive usage patterns. Here, we observe a performance-energy trade-off between
the Performance and Fixed-50 governors. On both read-heavy workloads under
the performance governor, the average query is processed approximately 0.5ms
faster, while under the Fixed-50 governor power consumption is reduced by approximately a third. Notably, the Fixed-50 governor outperforms both default
governors on both workloads and on both axes: Lower energy and lower latency.
Keeping the CPU hot can reduce energy costs. We observe that both
default governors perform better on saturated workloads. When such saturation
is possible, it can be advantageous, not just from a latency but also an energy
standpoint, to keep the CPU busy. This makes batching read queries especially
important, as doing so can significantly reduce power consumption. Alternatively, it may be possible for apps to reduce power consumption by busy-waiting
the CPU during I/O operations when such operations are short and infrequent.
Frequency scaling has a non-monotone effect on energy consumption. On the read-only workload C (Figure 7a), energy cost is minimized with
the CPU running at half (Fixed-50), rather than minimum speed (Powersave).
Energy consumption scales super-linearly with frequency and there is an unavoidable fixed energy cost to simply keeping the core powered on (although
recall that we keep the screen off during tests). Thus, the benefit of slowing the
processor down is outweighed by the cost of keeping the core powered up longer.
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frequency when a query arrives, the
CPU Frequency.
query takes a performance hit. As the
query finishes the Interactive governor ramps up the CPU unnecessarily, wasting energy. This same effect appears in Figure 2b, which shows higher latencies
for intermittent queries (light-red bars on graph) with either default governor
(Interactive or Ondemand) than when the CPU is saturated (Performance).
4.3

Write Heavy Workloads

Write-heavy workloads on the Android platform have higher latencies than their
read-heavy counterparts, and latencies of the fixed-speed (non-default) governors
scale inversely with energy consumption.
Non-default governors again improve performance. Figure 7 shows the
latency/energy metrics for Workload A, which is 50% write operations. Looking at the results for the saturated workload (Figure 7a), we observe that the
Fixed-50 governor significantly outperforms all other governors. The Powersave
governor in this case has the lowest energy cost, but also has the worst performance. However, we note that, for write-heavy threads running on saturated
CPUs (which is the case when a series of write operations arrive consecutively),
the system defaults again under-perform significantly.
Write-heavy operations that occur intermittently exhibit a similar latencyenergy metric to that of intermittent read-heavy threads. As before, Figure 7b
shows the tradeoff: Performance and Powersave offer the opposing extremes of
latency and energy, while the Fixed-50 governor compromises between extremes.
4.4

Scan Heavy Workloads

Scan-heavy workloads involve longer-running, CPU-bound queries, which keep
the CPU loaded for longer intervals. As a result, we see less variation between
saturated and unsaturated workloads.
Table Scans are CPU-Intensive. In workload E, reads are scan operations.
The increase in latency for workload E is mostly due to sharply higher CPU
time, with marginally greater non-scheduled non-benchmark delay time. This
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Fig. 6: Workload B: Latency performance and energy costs.
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Ondemand 22966.05 1491.80 6.50
988.84 127.23 12.87

(a) Uninterrupted query arrivals.

(b) Intermittent query arrivals.

Fig. 7: Workload A: Latency performance and energy costs.
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(a) Uninterrupted query arrivals.

(b) Intermittent query arrivals.

Fig. 8: Workload E: Latency performance and energy costs.

penalty is due to additional actual computation rather than frequency scaling:
Unlike with previous workloads, CPU time for E remains relatively unaffected
by increased benchmark delay settings. For E, DB usages involving significant
scans can still be serviced largely from cache, but they incur computation costs.
Non-default governors often improve performance. Workload E, comprised of 95% table scans, is shown in Figure 8. When database operations arrive
uninterrupted, Figure 8a shows that the default Interactive governor offers the
best latency. As in the simpler read-heavy workloads, the Fixed-50 governor
(and not the Powersave governor) offers the lowest energy cost, with only a
slight latency penalty.
Unsaturated scan-heavy threads generally follow the latency-energy trade-off
pattern of previous workloads as well. Figure 8b shows that, as before, Performance and Powersave offer opposing extremes of latency and energy metrics.
However, both are only negligibly better than the Fixed-50 governor, which also
outperforms the default governors on both metrics.
4.5

Sources of Measurement Variance

Load Reads Writes Syncs
A
4073 4986 2234
B
3675
572
244
C
3625
0
0
E
3719 1037
464

Energy usage measurements showed a significant, though constant variation (reflected in
the vertical error bars in graphs 5-8) across
all test configurations. This is unsurprising,
as overall energy usage is low, rendering meaFig. 9: Number of SQLite
surement susceptible to noise from small variI/O Operations
ations in background system behavior. Note
that the noise level stays constant, even as overall load increases as in workload
E. Conversely, latency variance (horizontal error bars) is almost always low. On
loads B, C and E, for both saturated and unsaturated CPUs, all had relatively

Total Latency (ms)

small margins: 11% at most. However, measurement error for workload A, and
particularly for a saturated CPU, was anomalously high: from 15%-38% for all
CPU policies except Powersave.
Workload A is write-heavy
Workload A (Saturated CPU)
and involves a relatively large
I/O time
14000
Non-I/O time
number of I/O operations com12000
pared to other loads (see Fig10000
ure 9). To confirm that fluctua8000
tion in I/O time was indeed the
6000
source of the large latency error
4000
measurement for A, we instru2000
mented SQLite to measure the
0
time spent blocked on read, write,
0.0
2.5
5.0
7.5
10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0
Workload run #
and fsync operations. We re-ran
Fig. 10: Effect of I/O operations on
A with a saturated CPU 20 addiworkload latency variance
tional times. Figure 10 compares,
for workload A under the default Interactive governor, the latencies of these
runs. Total latency varies significantly, exhibiting a bimodal distribution, with
one mode around 6s and a second mode at 11s. Looking deeper, the latency of
each run is composed of I/O time (dark blue) and non-I/O time (light orange).
While non-I/O time for each of the runs is quite consistent, I/O time also varies
bimodally. Likely, this is due to flash storage overhead having to prepare for
block erases and writes. The saturated CPUs particularly expose this: unsaturated CPUs allow flash erasure to take place during quiescent periods, rather
than forcing the benchmark to block. Workloads B, C and E exhibit much less
latency variance, as they lack significant write activity and do not need to erase
flash. Workload A is dominated by write costs and thus suffers increased variance.
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Related Work

Lightweight DBMSes. MySQL [40] got its start as a lightweight DBMS, while
libraries like SQLite [30] and BerkeleyDB [28] both provide server-less database
functionality within an application’s memory space. TinyDB [23] is a lightweight
DBMS intended for use in distributed IoT settings. In addition to aiming for a
low memory footprint, it allows queries to be scheduled for distributed execution
over a cluster of wireless sensor motes. While these approaches target application
developers, other efforts like GestureDB [26] target users of mobile devices and
optimize for different types of interaction modalities.
Benchmarking. A range of benchmarks do exist for server-class databases [36,
29, 4] and other data management platforms [8, 15, 20]. However, as we point out
throughout this paper, assumptions typically made by these benchmarks produce invalid results when evaluating pocket-scale data management systems.
There is however overlap on some non-traditional metrics like energy use in data

management platforms [27, 33, 32, 31]. Notably, configuration parameters optimized for these benchmarks typically involve significant changes to the hardware
itself. Through features like frequency scaling on the CPU and RAM, mobile devices are capable of far more fine-grained reconfiguration on the fly, significantly
changing the evaluation landscape.
Conversely, A number of other benchmarks target embedded devices. AndroStep [22] evaluates phone performance in general terms of CPU and energy
usage. Energy is also a common specific area of study – Wilke et al. compare consumption by applications [38]. AndroBench [19] studies the performance of file
systems, but uses SQLite as a representative workload for benchmarking filesystem performance. While these benchmarks use SQLite as a load generator, it is
the filesystem being evaluated and not the database itself.
Profiling Studies. One profiling study by Wang and Rountev [37] explored
sources of perceived latency in mobile interfaces. They found databases to be a
common limiting factor. A study by Prasad et al. [34] looked at hardware performance profiles relative to CPU quality ratings assigned by the chip manufacturer. They found a wide distribution of thermal profiles and CPU performance
for devices ostensibly marketed as being identical. Our previous study [18] used
a user-study to explore characteristics of mobile database workloads, and forms
the basis for PocketData as described in this paper.
There have a been a number of performance studies focusing on mobile platforms and governors for managing their runtime performance characteristics [6,
25, 10, 11, 7]. Most of these studies focus on managing the performance and energy tradeoff and none look at the effect of the governor on embedded database
performance. A few make the argument that for more effective over all system utilization considerations of the whole program stack must be made [17]
and instead of managing applications individually, system wide services should
be created for more wholistic management [16]. More recently, there has been
interest in specialized studies focusing on performance and energy consumption of specific subsystems, like mobile web [5]. These studies do not, however,
document the competing performance metric tradeoffs between governors. Nor
do they explore the effect of system load on performance rankings of governor choices. We view our study and performance debugging methodology for
embedded databases on mobile devices to be a first step at understanding the
performance effect of the mobile platform on mobile databases.
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Conclusions

The mobile platform presents unique characteristics for database benchmarking.
The systems themselves are resource-limited, and the typical workloads differ
markedly from those experienced by traditional server-class databases. Furthermore, mobile systems are structured differently, with power management and
flash memory I/O contributing a significant amount of noise to measurement
efforts. Measurement systems that fail to account for these differences will miss
critical performance information. While we focused our study on SQLite, the

system default database, we designed our benchmark to be database-agnostic,
and results from PocketData on other configurations can be found on our
website http://pocketdata.info.
For a given database and workload, different governors yield different database
performance and energy consumption metrics. A non-default governor selection
can often improve markedly on either latency or energy performance – sometimes in both simultaneously. While the database is aware of the information
necessary to make this choice, the kernel is typically not, suggesting opportunities for future improvement. In future work, we will explore how the kernel
can be adapted to solicit this information and then incorporate it into a wiser
governor selection.
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